
 

Sound by its nature is immediate. It is an object without physical presence; one resigned to the 

domain of time. A sound is only there for the time in which it is sounding - the fleeting moment, the 

split second - after which the energy has dissipated and one is left with its paramour: silence. 

                                                                    Sound is exclusive to the present moment. 

Listening is the conscious engagement of one’s auditory sense: “to give attention to sound or to 

perceive with the ear, to hear with thoughtful attention” (Pauline Oliveros).  

                                              “Sounds do not lead to listening, but listening to sounds” (Ansuman Biswas). 

                     Listening is present moment focus. 

If one is listening then one is in the moment; with the sound as it is sounding. One isn’t speaking 

about the moment, writing about the moment, taking pictures of the moment to show mum or 

Barry or anyone, archiving it or forming it into anecdote just so one can really relate just how great 

that moment experienced yesterday really was. To articulate, document or translate is to mediate 

which, by definition makes it incompatible with the immediate – with sound, with the present 

moment and with listening. 

Music is a system society has developed that allows for the cultivation of sound and the composition 

of sonic elements into mediate form. The introduction of pattern is key to a mediate appreciation – 

whether internally (rhythm and repetition) or externally (adherence to or deviation from predefined schemas predicated by 

genre and context). The pattern exists outside of the fleeting moment and through the appreciation of 

this – rather than the sound in audition – one has the time to employ the conscious mind and 

appreciate mediately an object not confined to the now. The tools for a musical listening are 

imparted culturally and are very much context dependant (one culture’s songs of praise could be taken as animal 

howls by one who hasn’t learnt to listen as music (similarly) It would be very easy to pass off a singer practicing extended vocal technique as 

the sound of a screaming orgasm if one doesn’t know to listen with an aesthetically primed ear). Musical listening is not a pure 

listening in the sense that it is prerequisite the listener’s consciousness is employed in order to 

engage with the structures presented. It is always a listening as, as opposed to just listening. 

                                                                    

                                              And I just want to talk about listening. 

   

 

“I await a time of no speech and hear immediately” (Dogen) 

 

                                      

 

 



                                         It’s easier to write about what listening isn’t than what it is as it is a reduction. 

 

 

Listening isn’t speaking.                                                       

Listening isn’t thinking about one’s listening. 

Listening isn’t posing a question (repeatedly stating “what am I listening to?” does not constitute a listening). 

Listening isn’t a listening for – a listening through the noise to get at the music. 

It is in no way expectant. 

                                                               Listening is just… . 

        It is the quietening down of the ego so as to give the world a better chance to speak. 

It is a reduction of the 1 (the I) to the 0. 

If one traces the form of the numeric representation of nothing with one’s finger, one comes to the 

realisation that it is infinite; constantly in motion (everything is in flux). The negative space that surrounds 

the form is mirrored by that which occupies the centre.  

In the state of listening, the listener reduces their 1 to the 0 so as to be no longer an authority, no 

longer 1 above – they are at ground 0 just like everything else. 

                              harmony 

 

                                            nirvana 

 

                                                     whatever 

 

The state of the listener is not just relegated to sound. Listening is a state of being, a state of (no) 

mind, a way of positing oneself in relation to the everything that is around them. If the oneself 

becomes the non-self then I guess all that can be left is…everything. 

                                                                         

 

 

                                                                              If more people listened then the world would be a better 

place. 


